
Scoring at LCSC for 2019-2020 club racing 
 
All races for LCSC club racing are scored using two different handicaps: 

 Yardstick (YS), a handicap given by Australian Sailing so that different boats can sail against each other 
more equally. It is only based on the type of boat. It usually is determined using boats with a high standard 
of equipment (new sails, good hull etc.) and sailed by sailors with above average skills. 
YS stays the same throughout the series. 

 Performance Based Handicap (PBH), a handicap given by LCSC to include older boats and boats with for 
example older sails and/or boats sailed by beginners or sailors with lesser skills. LCSC adjusts the YS 
number with a PBH number to allow for more equal sailing within our very diverse fleet so that every boat 
has a similar chance of winning.  
PBH is adjusted after every race.  

 
 

1. YS result tables 

Example YS summary table:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Example YS individual race table: 

YS:  yardstick number as allocated for this type of boat by Australian Sailing. The lower the 
YS number the faster the boat has to sail. 

Elapsed time: the time a boat took to sail the course from start to finish. 
Corrected time: calculated by multiplying the “elapsed time” by the YS number and dividing it by 100. 

The result is adjusted for the laps sailed.  
BCE:  Back Calculated Elapsed time, the time a boat needed to sail faster in their elapsed 

time to be as fast as the winning boat. 
BCR: Back Calculated Rating, the yardstick a boat would have needed to be as fast as the 

winning boat.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sum of all points from each 
race excluding drops (the 
ones in brackets). 
For Hamish: 5 + 3 + 5 = 13 

Points in brackets indicate 
dropped races. 4 races 
can be dropped when 14 
races have been sailed. 

A summary of all 
scoring codes used 
can be found at the 
end of each published 
results file. 

Jane and Jenny won 
this race with an 
elapsed time of  
47:24 = 47.4 min. 

Corrected time for 5 average laps  
= 47.4 min x 100/106 x 5 laps /3 laps  
= 74.528 min  
= 1:14:32.  

Neil in second position would have needed 
to sail the course 2 min and 12 seconds 
faster to be as fast as Jane and Jenny,  
or his YS would have to be 68.945.  

Ties are broken 
according to Racing 
Rules of Sailing 
A 8.1 and 8.2. 

http://game.finckh.net/reg_gbr/rrs_ap_a.htm


 

2. PBH result tables 

Example PBH summary table: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Example PBH individual race table: 

BCE:  Back Calculated Elapsed time, the time a boat needed to sail faster in their elapsed time to be as 
fast as the winning boat. 

BCR: Back Calculated Rating, the PBH a boat would have needed to be as fast as the winning boat.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For boats in the better places the next race PBH will be lower to encourage improvement. For boats in the 
worse places the PBH will increase to allow a better chance of winning next time. 
The principal algorithms the program is using for finding the next race PBH are similar to the methods used 
for National Handicap for Cruisers (NHC) calculations as stated by RYA in the UK. A more detailed 
description of this approach and which formulas are used can be found at this link: NHC calculations. 

 
 

PBH as adjusted 
by the program in 
the previous race. 

Latest PBH calculated 
by the program after 
all races sailed so far 
in the series.  

Ian won this race with 
an elapsed time of  
38:32 = 38.533 min.  

Corrected time for 5 average laps  
= 38.533 min x 100/85.1 x 5/4 
= 56.6 min  
= 00:56:36.  

 

PBH: 
handicap allocated by LCSC 
scorer for the first race the 
boat sails in this series. 

Latest PBH:  
handicap calculated by 
the program after all races 
sailed so far in the series.  

https://lcsc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Handicapping-NHC.pdf

